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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Under a set of conditions, the Kan extension of an additive homology theory 
over smaller admissible subcategory is again a homology theory.  A homology 
theory over the category of simply connected based topological spaces and 
continuous maps arising through Kan extension process, from an additive homology 
theory over a smaller subcategory always admits global Adams cocompletion. A 
cohomology theory on the category of spaces whose homotopy groups are in a Serre 
class of abelian groups, which is moreover an acyclic ideal of abelian groups, 
extends to a cohomology theory on the category of 1-connected based topological 
spaces having the homotopy type of a CW-complex; also under more restrictive 
conditions a cohomology on the latter category and the Kan extension of its 
restriction to the former category are suitably related.  
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Chapter    0  
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Kan extensions are universal constructs in Category Theory, a branch of 
Mathematics. In Categories for the Working Mathematician, Saunders Mac Lane 
titled a section "All Concepts Are Kan Extensions", and went on to write that "The 
notion of Kan extensions subsumes all the other fundamental concepts of category 
theory." 
An early use of (what is now known as) a Kan extension from 1956 was in 
homological algebra to compute derived functors.  They are closely related to 
adjoints, as well as to limits and ends. They are named after Daniel M. Kan, who 
constructed certain (Kan) extensions using limits in 1960. 
If  J   is a subset of a nonempty set   K,  any function   L: J N O   to a non- 
empty set    O  can be extended to all of   K   in many ways,  but there is no   canonical  
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J
P
N O
Q R
K
 
 
or unique way of defining such an extension. However, if   S   is a sub category of a 
category   B,  each functor   T: S N U   has in principle two canonical   (or extreme) 
     
          
S
V
N U
Q W RR X
B
 
 
 “extensions” from  S to functors   W, X: B N U.  These extensions are characterised 
by the universality of appropriate natural transformations; they need not always 
exist, but when  S  is small and   U  is complete and cocomplete they do exist, and 
can be given as certain limits or as certain ends [26]. These are Kan extensions and 
are fundamental concepts in Category Theory. With them we find again that each 
fundamental concept can be expressed in terms of the others [26]. 
     A Kan extension proceeds from the data of three categories  U, Y, B, and two 
functors   Z: U N B, [: U N Y, and comes in two varieties: the "left" Kan extension 
and the "right" Kan extension of   X   along   F. 
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U
\
N B
[ ] ^
Y
 
 
The right Kan extension of   Z   along  F  consists of a functor   X: Y N B  and a 
natural transformation   _: X[ N Z  having the universal property : For any functor  
M: Y N B  and natural transformation  `: J[ N Z,  there exists a unique natural 
transformation  a: J N X making the diagram 
 
           
J[
b
N Z
ac d ^ _
X[
 
 
commutative.  Here ac  is the natural transformation with  
          ac(O) e a([(O)): J[(O) N X[(O)    
for each  object   O  of   U. 
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The functor  X  is often written  RancZ. 
 
As with the other universal constructs in category theory, the "left" version of 
the Kan extension is dual to the "right" one and is obtained by replacing all 
categories by their opposites. The effect of this on the description above is merely to 
reverse the direction of the natural transformations. Recall that a natural 
transformation   T  between the functors   [, f: B N g consists of the data of an 
arrow  T(O): [(O) N f(O)   for every object   O  of   B,  satisfying a "naturality" 
property.  When we pass to the opposite categories, the source and target of     T(O)   
are swapped, causing   T   to act in the opposite direction. 
The above gives rise to the alternate description: the left Kan extension of    Z 
along  [  consists of a functor    W: Y N B    and a natural transformation   h: Z N W[ 
having the universal property : For any other functor M: Y N B and natural 
transformation,    i: Z N J[,  there exists a unique natural transformation j: W N J   
making the following diagram 
 
          
Z
k
N W[
i l d jc
J[
 
 
commutative.  Here   jc    is the natural transformation with 
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 jc(O) e j([(O)): W[(O) N J[(O)   
for each object   O   of   U. 
 
The functor  W  is often written  LancZ. 
 
The use of the word "the" (as in "the left Kan extension") is justified by the 
fact that, as with all universal constructions, if the object defined exists, then it is 
unique up to isomorphism. In this case, that means that (for left Kan extensions) if 
W, J are two left Kan extensions of Z along [, and h, i are the corresponding 
transformations, then there exists a unique isomorphism of functors j: W N J  such 
that the diagram, above, commutes. Likewise for right Kan extensions. 
 
Kan extensions as limits (colimits)  
 
Suppose that   Z: U N B  and  [: U N Y  are two functors. If   U   is small and 
B  is cocomplete, then there exists a left Kan extension  LancZ  of   Z  along  [, 
defined at each object   m  of   Y   by 
 LancZ(m) e
colim
N
n: [(O) N m
Z(O)   
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where the colimit is taken over the comma category  ([ ] m).   Dually, if  U  is small 
and   B   is complete, then right Kan extensions along   [   exist, and can be computed 
as limits  [26]. 
Limits (colimits) as Kan extensions 
 
The limit of a functor   [: B N g  can be expressed as a Kan extension by 
lim[ e Rano[ where  p   is the unique functor from  B  to  q0r   (the category with 
one object and one arrow). The colimit of  [  can be expressed similarly by   
colim[ e Lano[. 
 
The ubiquity of Kan extensions has developed gradually. The notion of Kan 
extension is closely associated with adjoint functors.  The formal criteria for adjoint 
functors are due to Benbou in 1965 [4]. The construction of Kan extensions by limits 
and colimits, in the critical case when the receiving category  U  is   stu,  was 
achieved by Kan in 1958 [24]. The impact of this construction was understood only 
gradually.  In 1963 Lawvere [25] used these extensions in functorial semantics. 
Ulmer [36]  emphasized their importance, and in an unpublished paper gave the 
coend formula (without the name coend) for LancZ.  In 1969, Day and Kelley [6] 
described Kan extensions in relative categories including abelian categories. In 
1970, this idea is further developed by Dubuc [15]; here the coend formula for Kan  
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extensions plays a central role [26]. In this thesis we do not include the coend 
formula in the topic of investigation. 
The concept of Kan extension is an interesting tool for studying many 
universal objects of Algebraic Topology.  In this thesis, the following aspects, 
untouched so far, of Algebraic Topology, are studied and explored.  
In Chapter 1, we recall some definitions and known results on the various 
aspects of Category Theory and Algebraic Topology, such as, category of fractions, 
calculus of left (right) fractions, modulo a Serre class  B of abelian groups, etc.,.  
Some more definitions and results are included in the relevant chapters.  
In Chapter 2, we show that under a set of conditions, the Kan extension of an 
additive homology theory over smaller admissible subcategory is again a homology 
theory. 
In Chapter 3, we show that a homology theory over the category of simply 
connected based topological spaces and continuous maps arising through Kan 
extension process from an additive homology theory over a smaller subcategory 
always admits global Adams cocompletion. We do it in the context of Serre class of 
abelian groups. 
In Chapter 4, using a Serre class of abelian groups, the nature of the Kan 
extension of a cohomology theory over an admissible category of based topological 
spaces and maps to a larger admissible category is presented. 
In Chapter 5, we present and recall some examples of Kan extension. 
  
 
 
 
Chapter  1 
 
 
 
PRE-REQUISITES 
 
 
 
In this chapter we recall some definitions and known results on Kan 
extension. Some more definitions and results are included in the relevant chapters. 
This chapter serves as the base and background for the study of subsequent 
chapters and we shall keep on referring back to it as and when required. 
 
1.1  Category of fractions 
 
We recall the abstract definition of the category of fractions q19, 33r.  
 
1.1.1   Definition. (q33r, p.266)  A Grothendieck universe (or simply universe) is a 
collection  v  of sets such that the following axioms are satisfied: 
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 U(1) : If  wZx: y z {|   is a family of sets belonging to  v  and  {   is an element of         
     v, then the union  } Zxxz~   is an element of  v. 
U(2) :  If    z v,   then w| z v. 
     U(3) : If   z Z  and  X  z v,   then      z v. 
U(4) : If    Z  is  a  set belonging to  v,  then  (Z), the power set of   Z,  is   an 
          element of   v. 
U(5) : If    Z  and      are elements of    v,  then   wZ, |,  (Z, )  and   Z    
are   elements  of    v. 
 
     We fix a universe   v   that contains      the set of natural numbers (and so   
, , , ). 
 
1.1.2  Definition.   (q33r, p. 267)  A category  B  is said to be a small  v-category,  v  
being a fixed Grothendieck universe, if the following conditions hold : 
S(1).  The objects of   B  form a set which is an element of  v. 
S(2).  For each pair   (Z, )    of objects of   B,  the set   HomB(Z, )    is an 
element  of    v. 
 
1.1.3  Definition q33r   Let   B  be an arbitrary category and    a set of morphisms of  
B.  A category of fractions of    is a category denoted by  BqHr, together with a 
functor 
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          [: B N  BqHr 
having the following properties: 
CF(1):  For each   z ,   [()  is an isomorphism in  BqHr. 
CF(2):  [  is universal with respect to this property:  If  f: B N g  is a 
functor such that  f()  is an isomorphism in  g  for each  z ,  then 
there is a unique functor  : BqHr N g  such that  f e   [.  Thus 
we have the following commutative diagram : 
 
                
B
c
N BqHr
f ]

 

g
      
 
1.1.4 Remark.    For the explicit construction of the category  BqHr,  we refer to 
q33r.  We content ourselves merely with the observation that the objects of   BqHr  
are same  as those of  B  and in  the case when      admits a calculus of left  (right) 
fractions, the category  BqHr  can be described very nicely q19 , 33r. 
 
1.2  Calculus of left (right) fractions 
 
The concepts of calculus of left fractions and right fractions play a 
fundamental role in constructing the category of fractions  BqHr.   
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1.2.1 Definition. (q33r, p. 258) A family of morphisms     in a category  B   is said to 
admit a calculus of left fractions if  
(a)   is closed under finite compositions and contains identities of B, 
(b) any diagram 
                  
Z

N 
n ]

 
                 
           in    B  with    z    can be completed to a diagram  
 
                     
Z

N 
n ] ] 

P
N 
 
                          
with   L z    and  Ln e , 
(c)  given    
                Z

 N  
n


   
L
          
with   z    and   n e , there is a morphism  L:  N   in     such 
that    Ln e L. 
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A simple characterization for a family of morphisms    to admit a calculus of 
left fractions is the following:  
 
1.2.2 Theorem. (q10r, Theorem 1.3) Let    be a closed family of morphisms of  B 
satisfying  
           (a)   if   z   and    z , then    z , 
(b)   every diagram  
 
                
•

N •
n ]
•
 
                  
 in  B  with   z    can be embedded in a weak push-out diagram 
                  
•

N •
n ] ] 
•
P
N •
 
  with  L z .    
Then    admits a calculus of left fractions. 
 
            The notion of a set of morphisms admitting a calculus of right fractions is 
defined dually. 
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1.2.3 Definition. (q33r, p. 267)  A family S  of morphisms in a category  B   is said to 
admit a calculus of right fractions if  
(a)    is closed under finite compositions and contains identities of B, 
(b) any diagram  
 
                          
Z
] n


N 
  
                
 in  B  with   z    can be completed to a diagram 
 
                      

P
N Z
] ] n


N 
  
    
         with  L z    and  nL e , 
(c)   given  
                               
L
  Z  
n


     

 N         
  with     z    and   n e , there is a morphism  L:  N Z in    such that  
nL e L. 
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The analog of Theorem 1.2.2 follows immediately by duality. 
 
1.2.4 Theorem. (q10r, Theorem 1.3*) Let       be a closed family of morphisms of   B  
satisfying  : 
(a) if   z  and   z , then   z ; 
(b) every diagram  
 
                
•
] n
•

N •
         
                
   in   B  with   z ,   can be embedded in a weak  pull-back diagram 
 
                
•
P
N •
] ] n
•

N •
                              
                  
  with   z .    
Then     admits a calculus of right fractions. 
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1.2.5   Remark.    There are some set-theoretic difficulties in constructing the 
category  BqHr;  these difficulties may be overcome by making some mild 
hypotheses and using Grothendieck universes. Precisely speaking, the main logical 
difficulty involved in the construction of a category of fractions and its use, arises 
from the fact that if the category   B  belongs to a particular universe, the category 
BqHr   would, in general, belong to a higher universe (q33r, Proposition 19.1.2). In 
most applications, however, it is necessary that we remain within the given initial 
universe. This logical difficulty can be overcome by making some kind of 
assumptions which would ensure that the category of fractions remains within the 
same universe q11, 12r.    Also the following theorem (Theorem 1.2.6) shows that if  
S  admits a calculus of left (right) fractions, then the category of fractions  BqHr 
remains within the same universe as to the one to which the category   B belongs. 
 
1.2.6   Theorem.    (q29r, Proposition, p. 425)   Let   B   be a small    v-category and    
  a set of morphisms of   B  that admits a calculus of left (right) fractions. Then 
BqHr   is a small   v-category. 
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1.3 Modulo a Serre class    of abelian groups 
 
In order to make the exposition self-contained, we collect some relevant 
definitions and theorems involving Serrre classes of abelian groups q22, 34r. 
  
1.3.1  Definition. q34r A nonempty class   B  of abelian groups  is called a Serre class 
of abelian groups if and only if whenever the three-term sequence    O N m N K   of 
abelian groups is exact and   O, K z B, then  m z B. 
 
     The following theorem is easy to verify. 
 
1.3.2 Theorem.  (q34r, p. 504)  A class  B  of abelian groups is a Serre class if and only 
if it has the following properties: 
(a)     B   contains a trivial group. 
(b)        If  O z B and  O  O′,  then  O′ z B. 
(c)   If  O  is a subgroup of  m and   m z B, then  O z B. 
(d)    If  O  is a subgroup of  m and   m z B, then  m O z B.⁄  
(e)  If   0 N O N m N K N 0, is a short exact sequence, with   O, K z B, then          
 m z B.  
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1.3.3 Definition.  q34r   Let   B  be a Serrre class of abelian groups  and  O, m z B.  A 
homomorphism    n: O N m 
(a)   is a   B-monomorphism  if  ker n z B, 
(b)   is a   B-epimorphism  if  coker n z B, 
(c) is a  B-isomorphism if it is both a  B-monomorphism and a B-    
epimorphism. 
 
1.3.4 Theorem. q34r  Let  O, m z B  and   n: O N m and  : m N K be two 
homomorphisms. Then the following statements are true. 
(a) If   n  is  B-monic, then so is  n. 
(b) If   n  is  B-epic, then so is  . 
 
1.3.5   Theorem.  (The mod-B Five lemma) q34r  Suppose that 
 
OH N O N O N O  N O¡
nH ]  ] n ] n ] n  ] n¡
mH N m N m N m  N m¡
 
is a diagram of abelian groups and homomorphisms in  B in which the rows are 
exact and each square is commutative. Then the following  are true : 
(a) If   n,  n  are  B-monomorphisms and    nH is a  B-epimorphism, then   n   
is a  B-monomorphism. 
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(b) If  n,  n  are  B-epimorphisms and  n¡   is a  B-monomorphism, then  n  is 
a  B-epimorphism. 
 
1.3.6  Definition. q34r  A Serre class   B  is called an ideal of abelian groups  if  O z B  
implies  O ¢ m, Tor(O, m) z B   for arbitrary  m. 
 
1.3.7  Definition. q34r A space  Z  is said to be  B-acyclic if its integral homology 
groups   £(Z) z B  for all   ¤ ¥ 0. 
 
1.3.8  Definition. q34r  A Serre class  B of abelian groups is said to be an acyclic 
class  if any space of type  (¦, 1)  with  ¦ z B  is   B-acyclic.   
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Chapter  2 
 
 
 
ON KAN EXTENSION OF A HOMOLOGY THEORY  
 
 
 
Under a set of conditions, we show that the Kan extension of an additive 
homology theory over smaller admissible subcategory is again a homology theory.  
 
2.1 Homology theory 
 
2.1.1 Definition. q31r Let  §  be the category of based topological spaces and base- 
point preserving maps. A subcategory  ¨  of  §  is said to be admissible if it is 
nonempty, full, closed under the formation of mapping cones and contains (based) 
homotopy types.  
     It is evident that an admissible subcategory of § contains singletons and is 
closed under suspensions.  We denote by    ©¨   the homotopy category of     ¨. 
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2.1.1 Definition. q31r   A  homology theory   F  on an admissible category  ¨   is a 
sequence of functors 
         F£: ¨ N U  
where  U  is the category of abelian groups, together with natural transformations 
         j£: F£  ª F£«HΣ  
(Σ denoting the suspension) satisfying the homotopy, suspension and exactness 
axioms :  
(i) If    nG ­ nH  then   F£(nG) e F£(nH).  
 (ii)  j£: F£  ª F£«HΣ.  
(iii) If   n: Z N  is in  ¨  and  fC   is the mapping cone of   n and   
 ®¯ :  N K¯   is the canonical embedding then 
    F£(Z)
°±(¯)
²³³´ F£()
°±µ¶·¸
²³³³´ F£(K¯ ) 
                          is exact.   
Let   ¨G   and   H¨  be two admissible subcategories of   §  with  ¨G ¹ H¨    and 
let   F  be   a homology theory defined on  ¨G.  The left Kan extension of   F  over  H¨, 
say  F′,  is a functor on   H¨   having values in the category of abelian groups. In this 
chapter we give a set of conditions under which the functor   F′   is a homology 
functor. It may be recalled that Deleanu and Hilton have considered this question for 
cohomology theories q7, 8, 20r    and Piccinini q31r has considered the same question 
for homology theories on stable categories. It will be evident from the conditions  
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imposed and the method of proof of the main result that the description given here 
is largely dualization of the results obtained  in  q8r. 
 
2.2 The extension procedure 
 
     We describe the extension procedures in several steps. 
 
2.2.1  Assumptions on   º»   and  º¼    
 
We assume that the categories   ¨G  and  H¨   have the following three 
properties : 
 
(i) ©¨G  has weak local push-outs relative to ©¨H:  that is, given a 
commutative  diagram in  ©¨H 
 
                    

½¾
N G
H ] ] nG
H
¿¯
N Z
 
 
                 with    G, H  and   in  ¨G,  there exists a diagram 
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
½¾
N G
H ] ] G l nG
H À¿
N 
nH l l 
Z
 
 
               in   ©¨H  with     in  ¨G. 
 
(ii) The suspension map   Σ: ©¨H N ©¨H  is locally left  ©¨G-adjunctable, 
which  means  that condition (a) and (b) below are satisfied. 
(a) Given  n:  N ΣZ   in  ©¨H  with   Y   in   ©¨G, there exists an object  
  in   ©¨G   and   :  N Z in  ©¨H  and  :  N Σ     in   ©¨G  such 
that    n e (Σ)  
 
          

¯
N ΣZ Z
 ] ^ Σ R 
Σ 
 
                     
(b) Given diagrams                                    
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                ΣH H
H ^ l ΣH ] H
 ΣZ Z
 l ^ Σ R 
Σ 
 
 
with  H,    and   in ¨G and (ΣH)H e (Σ)  in ©¨H, there 
exist H:  N H,  :  N ,    and  :  N Σ     in  ©¨G with 
HH e , (ΣH) e H    and (Σ) e .    Thus we have the 
commutative diagrams 
 
                  
H ΣH
H R l H H ^ R ΣH l ΣH
 Z 
½
N Σ ΣZ
 ] ^   l ] Σ ^ Σ
 Σ
   
         
(iii)  ¨ G   is closed under finite sums i.e., if   H  and     are in   ¨G, 
then so is  H Á .    
      
We now describe the extension procedure.  
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2.2.2  Left Kan extension.   Let  Z   be an object of   H¨.  Form the category  ©¨GH(Z)    
of all   ©¨G-objects over   Z :  An object in this category is a morphism       n:  N Z  in  
©¨H  with     in  ©¨G; a morphism  : nH N n in this category is a morphism       
: H N    in   
©¨G   such that the diagram  
              
H
l nH
 ] Z
^ n

   
is commutative in  ©¨H. It is easy to check that  ©¨GH(Z)    is a category. The left Kan 
extension   F£′   of the homology functor  F£  is defined as follows :  
 
                
F£′ (Z) e  colim
N
n
µF£(), F£()¸.
 
It is obvious that  F£′   is an extension of  F£  and defines a covariant functor on   ©¨H  
with values in the category of abelian groups.  
 
     An alternative description of the groups   F£′ (Z)  can now be given. 
 
2.2.3  An alternative description of   ÂÃ′ (Ä).   Let 
          ®£(Z) e w(i, n) | n:  N Z  in  ©¨H  with      in   ¨G, i z F£()|. 
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 In  ®£(Z)  define a relation   ~  by the rule : (iH, nH)~(i, n)  if and only if there is a 
commutative diagram 
 
             
H
H ] l nH

¯
N Z
 R ^ n

                 
 
in   ©¨H  with 
Y   in   ¨G,   H,    in  ©¨G, 
  nH e nH, n e n    and     F£(H)iH e F£()i.  
  
2.2.4 Proposition.  Under the assumptions of 2.2.1(i), (ii)  and  (iii), ∼  is an 
equivalence relation on   ®£(Z).  
 
Proof.   Only transitivity is in question. Suppose that 
           (iH, nH)~(i, n)    and  (i, n)~(i, n).   
We then have two commutative diagrams in  ©¨H  as follows : 
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H 
H ] l nH  ] l n

¯
N Z  ′
¯ ′
N Z
 R ^ n  R ^ n
 
 
                     
with      and    ′   in  ¨G.  Moreover, 
 F£(H)iH e F£()i   and     F£()i e F£()i.  
By condition  2.2.1(i), the commutative diagram 
 
            

ÀÇ
N  ′
 ] ] n ′
 N¯ Z
                        
 
can be embedded in a diagram 
   
           

ÀÇ
N  ′
 ] ]  ′ l n ′

À
N 
n l l È
Z
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in   ©¨H   with      in   ¨G.  We   consider the diagram 
 
               
H
H ] l nH

É
N Z
 ′ R ^ n

                     
which is clearly commutative. Moreover 
   
          F£(H)iH  e   F£()F£(H)iH    e   F£()F£()i 
                    e   F£()i       e   F£( ′)i 
                    e   F£( ′)F£()i    e   F£( ′)F£()i 
                    e   F£( ′)i.  
  
Hence  (iH, nH)~(i, n).   This completes the proof of Proposition 2.2.4.   Ê 
  
     We denote the equivalence class of  (i, n) by  qi, nr  and denote the set of 
such equivalence classes by  p£(Z).  
 
2.2.5 Proposition.    p£(Z)   is a commutative group. 
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Proof.  We define   ‘addition’   on   p£(Z)  as follows : Given     qiH, nHr  and  qi, nr    
in  p£(Z)  with 
            nH: H N Z   and   n:  N Z,  
 let 
           yH: H N H Á   and     y:  N H Á     
denote the usual injections. Define 
          qiH, nHr Ì qi, nr e qF£(yH)iH Ì F£(y)i, nH Á nr 
where 
           nH Á n: H Á  N Z     
is defined as usual. This ‘addition’ is easily checked to be well-defined, associative 
and commutative. The additive identity of the group is easily seen to be the element 
q0, yr where  y:ÍN Z is the map that takes the singleton  Í  to the base point of  Z. We 
note that  qi, nr e q0, yr     if and only if we have a commutative diagram 
 
               

 ] l n
G
¾¯
N Z
    
 
 
in   ©¨H  with   G z ¨G   and   F£()i e 0. The additive inverse of an element  qi, nr  is 
easily seen to be   q−i, nr.    p£(Z)   is thus a commutative group.   Ê 
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2.2.5  Theorem.   p£(Z)   e  F£′ (Z).   
 
Proof.  For a given  n:  N Z  in ©¨H  with    in  ¨G, define y¯ : F£() N  p£(Z)  by the 
rule y¯ (i) e qi, nr.  p£(Z)  together with the maps wy¯ | has the required universal 
property; thus, p£(Z) e F£′ (Z).  Ê 
 
2.2.6  Note.  We note  that if    : Z N Z ′   is in  ©¨H, then   F£′ () e Í: F£′ (Z) N
F£′ (Z ′ )   is defined by the rule   Íqi, nr e qi, nr.   
 
2.3   The Suspension Axiom     
 
We now show that  F′  satisfies the suspension axiom. First we identify the 
suspension map 
      j£: F£() N F£«H(Σ) 
 in   ¨G   as follows : 
          jqi, nr e qji, Σnr. 
We then define the suspension isomorphism 
           j£′ :  F£′ (Z′) N F£«H′ (ΣZ)   
for any  Z  in  H¨  by the rule 
           j ′qi, nr e qji, Σnr. 
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2.3.1  Proposition.  The map  j ′   is onto. 
 
Proof.   If we take  qÎ, r z F£«H′ (ΣZ),    then we have a map  :  N ΣZ  for some     
in   ¨G   and   Î z F£«H().  By assumption 2.2.1(ii) we can factorize the map    as  
  
               

Ï
N ΣZ
Ð ] ^ Σ
Σ
 
 
 e (Σ)Ð: 
Ñ
N Σ
Ò½
²´ ΣZ,  with  Z   in ¨G. Then the commutative diagram 
 
              

Ð ] l 
Σ
Ò½
²´ ΣZ
1ÒÔ R ^ Σ
Σ
                        
 
shows  that 
          qÎ, r  e  qF£«H(Ð)Î, Σr   e  qjjH(F£«H(Ð)Î), Σr 
                e  j ′ qjH(F£«H(Ð)Î), r         
 Thus  j ′   is onto.   Ê 
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2.3.2  Proposition.  The map  j ′   is one-one. 
 
Proof.    Assume that 
            j ′qi, nr e 0,  n:  N Z  and  i z F£().   
We then have a commutative diagram 
 
               
Σ
H ] l Σn
H Ï¿
N ΣZ
                           
 
with  H   in   ©¨G   and   F£«H(H)(ji) e 0. We can now factorize  H  as 
           H e (Σ): H
½Ç
N ΣZ
ÒÏ
²´ ΣZ.   
 
            
H
Ï¿
N ΣZ Z
 ] ^ Σ R 
ΣZ 
  
 
We thus have a diagram 
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Σ
H ] l Σn
H
Ï¿
N ΣZ
 ] ^ Σ
Σ
                    
 
Let    e H;   then we have a commutative diagram 
 
              
Σ
 ] l Σn
Σ
ÒÏ
²´ ΣZ
                              
 
Moreover, 
          F£«H()(ji) e F£«H()F£«H(H)(ji) e 0. 
 Consider the commutative diagram 
                
            
Σ
1ÒÕ ^ l Σn
Σ ΣZ
 l ^ Σ
Σ
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By assumptions 2.2.1(ii)(b), we have commutative diagrams 
                 
 
Σ 
1ÒÕ ^ R ΣÐ l Σn Ð R l n
Σ   
À
N ΣT   ΣZ T       Z
 l ] ΣÖ ^ Σ Ö ] ^ 
Σ   
 
with  T  in   ¨G.   Consider the element   F£«H()(ji) z F£«H(ΣT).   Since 
 j: F£(T)

N F£«H(ΣT) 
is an isomorphism, it follows that  F£«H()(ji) e jÎ   for some  Î z F£(T).  
Moreover, 1ÒÕ e (ΣÐ),  so that  
          ji e F£«H(1ÒÕ)(ji) 
             e F£«H(ΣÐ)F£«H()(ji) 
             e F£«H(ΣÐ)(jÎ) 
             e jF£(Ð)(Î),   
showing that   i e F£(Ð)(Î).  Consideration of the diagram 
 
               
T
Ð ] l nÐ
 N¯        Z
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shows that  qÎ, nÐr e qi, nr. On the other hand we have 
          F£«H(ΣÖ)(jÎ) e  F£«H(ΣÖ)F£«H()(ji) 
                     e  F£«H()(ji) 
                      e  jµF£()(i)¸ 
                      e   0. 
Thus,   F£(Ö)(Î) e 0.  Considering  the diagram 
 
                
T
Ö ] l nÐ

Ï
N      Z
                  
 
we arrive at the conclusion that   qÎ, nÐr e 0,  so that  qi, nr e 0.  Ê 
 
     The above results prove the following. 
 
2.3.3  Theorem.   F′  satisfies the suspension axiom.  Ê 
 
2.4   The exactness axiom 
 
We shall show now, using the suspension axiom (proved above), that the 
functor   F£′    satisfies the exactness axiom.  
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2.4.1  Proposition.   F£′   satisfies the exactness axiom. 
 
Proof.   We have to prove that  F£′   carries every cokernel sequence 
           O
Ï
N Z
¶×
N KÏ  
 in  ©¨H  into an exact sequence. Let qi, nr z ker F£′ (®Ï)  with n:  N Z.  This implies 
that    Øi, ®ÏnÙ e 0,  so that we have a map  :  N G   in  ©¨G and a map   nG: G N KÏ  
in   ©¨H  such that  F£()(i) e 0.  Consider the diagram 
  
     
O
Ï
N Z
¶×
N KÏ N ΣO
ÒÏ
²´ ΣZ
n R nG R nH R Σn R

½
N G ¶Ú
N K½ ÛÚ
²´ Σ
Ò½
²´ ΣG
 
 
where   nH   and Σn  are induced maps between the corresponding terms of the 
Puppe sequences. Since  
          j: F£()

N F£«H(Σ) 
is an isomorphism, it follows that   F£«H(Σ)(ji) e 0.   But the homology functor on 
the bottom Puppe sequence is exact; so there is an element   Î z F£«H(K½)   such that  
F£«H(Ü½)Î e ji.  From the third sequence, we therefore deduce that 
          qÎ, (Σ)nHr e qji, Σnr. 
If 
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 Ý e qÎ, nHr z F£«H′ (ΣO),  
then  
          F£«H′ (Σ)(Ý) e  F£«H′ (Σ)qÎ, nHr  
                    e  qÎ, (Σ)nHr e qji, Σnr 
                    e   j ′ qi, nr. 
Since we have an isomorphism 
          j ′: F£′ (O)

N F£«H′ (ΣO)              
we take 
          aH e (j ′ )H(Ý), 
so that   
           F£′ ()(aH)   e   F£′ ()(j′ )H(Ý) 
                        e  (j ′ )HF£«H′ (Σ)(Ý) 
                      e  (j ′ )Hqji, Σnr 
                      e  (j ′ )Hj′ qi, nr 
                      e  qi, nr.        
This shows that  
          ker F£′ µ®Ï¸ ¹ image F£′ (). 
To show that  
          image F£′ () ¹ ker F£′ µ®Ï¸,  
it is enough to show that for any element  qi, nr z  F£′ (O),  
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  F£′ µ®Ï¸ F£′ ()qi, nr e 0,  
 i.e., 
 Øi, ®ÏnÙ e 0. 
In  the following  commutative diagram 
 
          
O
Ï
N Z
¶×
N KÏ
n R n R R Ð

HÞ
²´  N
®HÞ
KHÞ
 
 
 we have 
 qi, ®Ïnr e qF£(®HÞ)F£(1Õ)i, Ðr.   
But the bottom Puppe sequence is carried by  F£  into an exact sequence so that 
 F£(®HÞ)F£(1Õ)α e 0.  
Thus we have the desired result.   Ê 
 
 
 
 
 
                           
  
 
 
Chapter  3 
 
 
ADAMS COCOMPLETION 
 ARISING THROUGH KAN EXTENSION PROCESS 
 
 
 
In this chapter, we show that a homology theory over the category of simply 
connected based topological spaces and continuous maps arising through Kan 
extension process from an additive homology theory over a smaller subcategory 
always admits global Adams cocompletion. We do it in the context of  Serre class of 
abelian groups.  
 
3.1 Adams cocompletion 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
The notion of generalized completion (Adams completion) arose from a 
general categorical completion process suggested by Adams q1, 2r. Originally, this 
was considered for admissible categories and generalized homology (or 
cohomology) theories. Subsequently, this notion has been considered in a more  
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general framework by Deleanu, Frei and Hilton q10r, where an arbitrary category 
and an arbitrary set of morphisms of the category are considered; moreover, they 
have also suggested the dual notion, namely, the cocompletion (Adams 
cocompletion) of an object in a category.  
It is to be noted that the notions of Adams completions and cocompletions  
arise via the category of fractions. We recall the following. 
 
3.1.1 Definition. q10r     Let   B  be a category and    a set of morphisms of  B. Let  
BqHr  denote the category of fractions of   B   with respect to    and    
 [: B N BqHr  
the canonical functor. Let   s   denote the category of sets and functions. Then for a 
given object      of   B,   
 BqHr(, à): B N s  
defines a covariant functor. If this functor is representable by an object      of   B, 
that is,  
          BqHr(, à) ª B(, à),  
 then    is called the (generalized) Adams cocompletion of    with respect to the set 
of morphisms    or simply the  -cocompletion of  . We shall often refer to      
simply as the cocompletion of    q10r. 
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3.2  Some properties of the homology theory  Â′ 
 
     Let  §  be the category of based topological spaces and base point preserving 
maps. Let  ¨  be an admissible subcategory of   §  and    ©¨   be the homotopy category 
of   ¨  (as described in Chapter 2).   Let   F   be a generalized homology (cohomology) 
theory defined on ©¨. Let    be the set of morphisms of  ©¨  which are carried into 
isomorphisms by  F. If every object of  ©¨  admits a cocompletion with respect to  , 
then we say that the homology theory  F admits global Adams cocompletion. 
Deleanu q11r  has shown that any additive theory  F  on the homotopy category of 
based CW-complexes and based continuous maps admits global Adams completion. 
     
In this chapter, we show that every homology theory on an admissible 
category arising from an additive homology theory on a smaller admissible category 
through Kan extension process always admits global Adams completion. More 
precisely, let   ¨G   and    H¨    be admissible complete categories with    ¨G ¹ H¨    and 
©¨H    be small   v-category, where  v  is a fixed Grothendieck universe.  Let  F  be an 
additive homology theory on    ©¨G   such that its Kan extension   F′  over   ©¨H    is also 
a homology theory;  then  we show that  F′    admits global Adams cocompletion. The 
proof of this result depends mainly on the particularly nice description of the 
homology group   F′(Z)    as described in Chapter 2  and additivity of the functor   F. 
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     We now choose the set of morphisms in the category   ©¨H.  It is well known 
that    ©¨H   is complete. Let      be the set of morphisms of   ©¨H  which are carried into 
B-isomorphisms in all dimensions by the homology functor    F′   where   B   is a 
Serre class of abelian groups which is moreover an acyclic ideal of abelian groups. 
 
    We prove the following propositions. 
 
3.2.1  Proposition.      is saturated. 
 
Proof.  This is evident from Proposition 1.1 (q10r, p. 63).  Ê 
 
3.2.2  Proposition.     admits a calculus of right fractions. 
 
Proof.   Clearly  á   is closed under composition. We shall verify conditions   (a)  and  
(b)  of   Theorem 1.2.4.  For this, it is enough to prove that every diagram of the form   
 
               
O
] i
K
â
N m
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in    ©¨H   with   Ý z ,   can be imbedded in a weak pull-back diagram 
 
               
ã
ä
N O
Î ] ] i
K
â
N m
         
 
with a z .  The essential idea, as has been explained in q16r, is to factorize these 
maps in terms of fibrations and then taking the pull-back of these fibrations. 
Suppose 
 i e qnr   and   Ý e qr.   
 
We replace the maps   n  and      by fibrations to get the following diagram 
 
             
O
åæ R] å
ã
ç
N ®¯
è ]   ] n ′
K
Pæ
é
P
N
®
′
N m
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where   n ′   and    ′   are fibrations;   å  and   L  are   mod-B  homotopy equivalences;   
åæ   and   Læ   are mod-B  homotopy inverses of    å  and  L;  ®¯    
and   ®     are mapping 
tracks of    n  and  ;   ã  is the usual pull-back of  n ′    and    ′   and   ê, è   are the 
respective projections.  So we have 
 n e n ′å     and     e  ′L.     
Let 
 a e qåæêr, Î e qLæèr.   
Thus 
          ia e  qnrqåæêr     e  qnåæêr 
             e  qn ′råæêr      e  qn ′êr 
             e  q ′èr           e  q ′LLæèr  
             e  qLæèr         e qrqLæèr   e ÝÎ. 
 Moreover, if  i` e Ýë, let 
            : ì N O, : ì N K     
be in the classes  `, ë  respectively so that 
 n ­  or  n ′å ­ .   
Let 
 [: ì  { N m   
be a homotopy with 
 [G e n ′å   and   [H e .   
Consider the following diagram  
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®¯
fH ^^ å ] n ′
ì         
c¿
N m
                                    
íí
 
 
Since  n ′   is a fibration there exists a homotopy 
 f: ì  { N ®¯     
such that   
 (a) n ′fP e [P    
(b) fG e å.  
Thus 
          n ′fH e [H e  e  ′L.   
Consider the following diagram 
 
               
ì
l Ð l fH
ã
ç
N ®¯
L l è ] ] n ′
®
′
N m
         
       
By the pull-back property of   ã, there exists a map   Ð: ì N ã  such that 
 êÐ e fH ­ å   and   èÐ e L.  
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Thus if 
 î e qÐr: ì N ã,   
then 
 aî e qåæêrqÐr e qåæêÐr e qåæår e qr e ` 
and 
          Îa e qLæèrqÐr e qLæèÐr e qLæLr e qr e  ë. 
 
            It now remains to be shown that    a z .  We assume that the map   i: O N m 
is a fibration with fiber   [;  then   [   is also the fiber of the map   Î: ã N K and from 
the commutative diagram 
 
              
[ e [
] ]
ã
ä
N O
Î ] ] i
K
â
N m
         
 
we have the following commutative diagram 
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ï N ¦ð«H(K) N ¦ð([) N ¦ð(ã) N ¦ð(K) N ¦ðH([) N ï
ÝÍ ] ñ aÍ ] ÝÍ ] ñ
ï N ¦ð«H(m) N ¦ð([) N ¦ð(O) N ¦ð(m) N ¦ðH([) N ï
 
 
Theorem 1.3.5   implies that    
*
δ    is a  B-isomorphism for all  m ≥0. Thus   a z .   Ê 
 
3.2.3 Proposition.  Let    wx: Zx N x, y z {|   be a subset  of   .  Then 
          ∏ xxz~ : ∏ Zxxz~ N ∏ xxz~     
is an element of   , where the index set   {   is an element of     v. 
 
Proof.  First we prove that the homology theory  F′  satisfies the wedge axiom. For 
each y z {, let   êx  denote the homotopy class of the projection map   ∏ Zó N Zxóz~ .  
Thus we have group homomorphisms 
 F′(êx): F′(∏ Zó) N F′(Zx),óz~   
y z {.   We need to prove that the group homomorphism 
 wF′(êx)|: F′(∏ Zó) Nóz~ ∏ F′(Zx)xz~     
is a  B- isomorphism.  
     We first show that   wF′(êx)|  is a B-monomorphism,  i.e.,  kerwF
′(êx)| z B (see 
q34r; p. 505).  Let  qi, nr  be class in   F
′(∏ Zó)óz~    such that 
         wF′(êx)|(qi, nr) e 0, i.e.,  qi, nêxr e 0   
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for each  y z {, where  n:  N ∏ Zóóz~   is in  ©¨H  with   z ¨G   and  i z F(). Hence for 
each  y z {,  there exists a space  x  in   ¨G  and maps   x:  N x  in  ©¨G  and  
nx: x N Zx  such that the following diagram 
 
              

x ] l êxn
x ¯ô
N      Zx
    
      
commutes, i.e., nxx e êxn   and  F(x)(i) e 0. Let   èx: ∏ ó N xóz~   denote the 
homotopy class of the projection map. By the universal property of the product, 
there exists a map     :  N ∏ óóz~   making the diagram 
 
 

 ] l x
∏ óóz~ õô
N     x
        
             
commutative, i.e., èx e x .  Hence for each   y z {, 
 F(èx)F()(i) e F(x)(i) e 0.  
Since  F  is an additive homology theory, we note that 
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 wF(èx)|: F(∏ óóz~ ) N ∑ F(x)xz~   
 is a   B-isomorphism and hence   F()(i) e 0.  In the following diagram 
 
              
∏ óóz~
l èx
 d x
l nx
∏ Zóóz~ çô
N Zx
 
 
by the definition of the product, there exists a map 
 : ∏ ó N ∏ Zóóz~óz~        
in   ©¨H  such that  êx e nxèx . Thus 
 êx e nxèx e nxx e êxn    
i.e., the following diagram 
 
              

]  l x
n ] ∏ óóz~ x
]  l nx
∏ Zóóz~ çô
N Zx
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is commutative and by the universal property of the product we have   e n. Thus 
we have the following commutative diagram 
 
 

 ] l n
∏ óóz~ ÀN
∏ Zóóz~
         
           
with   z ©¨G    and   F()(i) e 0.   Hence qi, nr e 0. Thus  kerwF
′(êx)|  is a trivial 
group and hence by Theorem 9.6.1 q34r,  kerwF′(êx)| z B. 
     Next we show that  wF′(êx)| is a B-epimorphism, i.e., cokerwF′(êx)| z B   
(Theorem 9.6.1 q34r).  Consider an arbitrary element   wqix, nxr|xz~  in  ∏ F′(Zx)xz~   
where for each  y z {, the class  qix , nxr   is represented by  nx: x N Zx  with   x z ¨G  
and  ix z F(x). Since  
          wF(èx)|: F(∏ x) N ∏ F(x)xz~xz~  
 is a B-isomorphism, the element  wix| z ∏ F(x)xz~   corresponds to some element 
i z F(∏ x)xz~   such that   wF(èx)|(i) e wix|.  Thus for each   y z {, F(èx)(i) e ix.   
     In the following diagram 
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∏ óóz~
l èx
èx ] x
l nx
x
¯ô
N        Zx
1Õô R ^ nx
x
 
   
the two triangles commute and for each   y z {,  
 Fµ1Õô¸(ix) e ix e F(èx)(i).   
Hence  qix , nxr e qix, nxèxr,     for each y z {. By the universal property of   èx,   in  the 
following diagram 
 
                              
∏ óóz~
 d l nxèx
∏ Zóóz~ çô
N       Zx
        
            
there exists a unique map   : ∏ ó N ∏ Zóóz~óz~    such that  êx e nxèx . Consider the 
class  qi, r z F′µ∏ Zóóz~ ¸. For each   y z {, we have   
          F′(êx)(qi, r) e qi, êxr e qi, nxèxr e qix, nxr.  
Hence 
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 wF′(êx)|(qi, r) e wqix, nxr|xz~ . 
 So   
imwF′(êx)| e ∏ F′(Zx)xz~ ;  
thus  cokerwF′(êx)|   is a trivial group and it is in   B   by Theorem 9.6.1  q34r.  
Now we prove that F′  satisfies the compatibility axiom with products. 
Consider the commutative diagram 
 
            
 F′(∏ Zx)xz~
÷°′(çô)ø
²³³³´ ∏ F′(Zx)xz~
F′(∏ x)xz~ ] ] ∏ F′(x)xz~
F′(∏ x)xz~
÷°′µçô
′¸ø
²³³³´ ∏ F′(x)xz~
 
 
Since   F′(x)   is a   B-isomorphism, so is    ∏ F′(x)xz~ .   By the wedge axiom, as 
proved above, it follows that   wF′(êx)|   and    ÷F
′µêx
′¸ø    are   B-isomorphisms. Thus it 
follows that   F′(∏ x)xz~     is a   B-isomorphism. This completes the proof of  
Proposition  3.2.3.  Ê 
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3.3  Existence of Adams cocompletion for the homology theory  Â′ 
 
     We shall use the following theorem for showing the global existence of the 
Adams cocompletion of the homology theory  F′;    the result is essentially dual  of 
Theorem 1 in q12r. 
 
3.3.1 Theorem.  Let   B  be a complete small    v-category (v   is a fixed Grothendieck 
universe)  and       a set of morphisms of    B  that admits a calculus of right 
fractions. Suppose that  the following compatibility condition with product is 
satisfied : 
(P) If each  x: Zx N x , y z {, is an element of     where the index set  {  is an 
element of    v,  then 
     ∏ xxz~ : ∏ Zxxz~ N ∏ xxz~      
is an element of  S. 
Then every object  Z  of  B  has an Adams cocompletion  Z  with respect to 
the set of morphisms  . 
    
     From Propositions 3.2.1, 3.2.2  and  3.3.3, it follows that all the conditions of 
Theorem 3.3.1 are satisfied and so we obtain the following theorem. 
 
3.3.2  Theorem.   The homology theory   F′    admits global Adams cocompletion.  Ê 
  
                                                                                                                             
 
Chapter  4 
 
 
 
KAN EXTENSION OF A COHOMOLOGY THEORY 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
In this chapter, using a Serre class of abelian groups, the nature of the Kan 
extension of a cohomology theory over an admissible category of based topological 
spaces and maps to a larger admissible category is presented. 
 
4.1 Kan extension of a cohomology theory 
 
     Let   §  be the category of based topological spaces and based maps and   §G,   
 §H  be two admissible subcategories q22, Appendix, p. 82r of   §, i.e.,  §G  and   §H    are 
nonempty, full and closed under the formation of mapping cones and moreover, 
they contain entire (based) homotopy types.  Let   §G ¹ §H   and    §ùG,  §ùH  be the 
corresponding homotopy categories.  
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     Let  FG   be a given cohomology theory on   §ùG.  For each  Z    in  §ùH  we consider 
the category of  §ùG-objects under  Z. An object in this category is a morphism   
n: Z N   in  §ùH  where     is an object of   §ùG.   A morphism    : nG N nH  in this 
category is a morphism   : G N H  such that the diagram 
 
               
G
nG ^
Z           ] 
nH l
H
 
              
commutes in  §ùH. The Kan extension  FH  of the cohomology theory   FG  is now 
defined as follows : 
          
FH
£(Z) e  lim
N
n
µFG
£(), FG
£()¸.
 
Obviously,  FH
£    is an extension of    FG
£   and defines a contravariant functor on   §ùH   
with values in the category of abelian groups. We suppose that this extension 
defines a cohomology theory on   §ùH.  For various conditions under which this 
happens see (q22r, Appendix). In particular Hilton has proved the following result 
(q22r, Theorem 3.22). 
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4.1.1 Theorem. If the category   §G    has the following properties, namely,  
     (a)    §G   is closed under finite products, 
(b) §G    is closed under    úù   where  úù   is the right adjoint to the suspension 
functor    in    §H, 
(c) §G   has weak pull-backs relative to    §H, 
then the Kan extension  FH  of the cohomology theory  FG  defined on  §G     is again a 
cohomology theory  on    §H. 
      
The purpose of this chapter is to give an application of Theorem 4.1.1 and to 
explore the nature of the cohomology functor  FH. More precisely, it is shown that if  
§H  is  the category of 1-connected based topological spaces having the homotopy 
type of a CW-complex and  §G     is the category of spaces whose homotopy groups 
are in a  Serre class   B  of abelian groups, which is moreover an acyclic ideal of  
abelian groups, then the cohomology theory  FG  extends to a cohomology theory  FH  
on   §H  through the Kan extension process and this Kan extension is characterized 
by the property that  if  FG
£(Z) z B   for all   Z  in  §G     then the groups  FH
£(Z)  are 
also in   B.  Furthermore, under more restrictive conditions, it is shown that a 
cohomology theory  F  on     §H   and the Kan extension of its restriction to   §G     are 
suitably related. 
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4.2   Extension of the cohomology theory   Â»  
      
Let  §ùH  be the homotopy category of 1-connected spaces having the 
homotopy type of a CW-complex and  §ùG   be the subcategory of all spaces whose 
homotopy groups are all in the Serre class   B  of abelian groups, which is moreover 
an acyclic ideal of abelian groups.  Clearly   §ùH  is an admissible category. In order to 
show that   §ùG  is one such, it is sufficient to show that §ùG  is closed under the 
formation of mapping cones. 
 
4.2.1 Proposition.   §ùG   is admissible. 
 
Proof.   If 
 i e qnr: Z N   
is in   §ùG,  then the mapping cone  K¯    is clearly 1-connected and consideration of the 
exact homology sequence of 
  Z
¯
N 
ó
N K¯    
yields the fact that the (reduced) homology groups of   K¯      are all in   B (q34r, p. 
504)  and so are the homotopy groups (q34r,  Theorem 9.6.15, p. 508),  thus showing 
that   §ùG   is admissible. Ê 
 
     The following property of   §ùG    is easily proved. 
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4.2.2 Proposition.   Let  
 
              qêr
ã
qõr
²´ m
] ] qr
O
q½r
²´ K
 
 
be the usual induced fibration diagram (i.e., the pull-back) of a given diagram 
 
                
m
] qr
O
q½r
²´ K
 
 
in  §ùG    where      and     are the usual fibrations.  Let    ãû   be the universal cover of    
ã.  Then    ãû   is also in    §ùG 
 
Proof.  Consider the diagram 
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[ e [
] ]
ã
qõr
²´ m
qêr ] ] qr
O
q½r
²´ K
 
 
where  [   is the fibre of the  fibration  ê  as well as of   . Considering the exact 
homotopy sequence of the fibration    è,  it follows that  ¦x([) z B    for all y ü 1. 
Similarly, considering the exact homology sequence of the fibration   ê, we conclude 
that      ¦x(ã) z B    for all  y ü 1. Since  ãû   is the universal cover of   ã, it follows that   
ãû  is 1-connected and that   ¦x(ãû) z B    for all  y ü 2.  Moreover   ã   has the 
homotopy type of a  CW-complex q27r and so has  ãû   q37r; thus   ãû    is in  §ùG   and 
the proposition is proved.   Ê 
 
     We then have the following theorem.  
 
4.2.3 Theorem.  Let   §ùG   and   §ùH    be as above and    FG  be a cohomology theory 
defined on   §ùG.  Then its Kan extension   FH  is a cohomology theory on    §ùH. 
 
Proof.  It is enough to prove that the category   §ùG   has the properties  (a), (b), and 
(c)  of Theorem 4.1.1. That  §ùG  is closed under finite products is obvious, because  B   
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is an acyclic ideal of abelian groups. That the product of two objects in  §ùG  has the 
homotopy type of a CW-complex follows easily from the results of Milnor q27r. 
     In order to show that  §ùG   is closed under   Ωû, take     in  §ùG  and consider the 
path space   ®, i.e., the space of paths in     based at the base point  þG.  Since   ®   
is contractible, it follows that the diagram 
 
              
®
] q¦r
®
qr
²´ 
 
 
is in  §ùG  where  ¦  is the usual projection (fibration). We note moreover that for any 
object  Z  in  §ùH,  ΩûZ  is just the universal covering space of the loop space   ΩZ    
(q22r, p. 97). So the pullback 
 
          
p N ®
] ] q¦r
®
qr
²´ 
 
 
of the above diagram clearly has the homotopy type of   ΩZ  and by Proposition 
4.2.2,  ΩûZ  is in   §ùG. 
     Finally we show that   §ùG  has weak pullbacks relative to   §ùH.  Given a diagram 
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O
] 
m

N K
 
 
in    §ùG,  there is always a diagram 
 
              Î
p

N O
] ] 
m

N K
 
 
in   §ùH  satisfying the weak pullback condition (see q22r; Proposition 3.2, p. 86) i.e., 
for any 
 Ý: ì N O and   a: ì N m  
in   §ùH  satisfying    Ý e a,  there is a map     : ì N p   in  §ùH  such that      Î e a  
and  i e Ý. Moreover,   p  is the pullback of a pair of fibrations. If  : pù N p  is the 
covering map, then 
    
               Îqr
pù
qr
²³´ O
] ] 
m

N K
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is in    §ùG  by Proposition 4.2.2. It is also clear that this diagram satisfies the weak 
pullback condition for any 
 Ý: ì N O  and  a: ì N m  
Satisfying   Ý e a,    because  ì    is  1-connected. This completes the proof  
Theorem 4.2.3.    Ê 
 
     We therefore have the following result.  
 
4.2.4 Theorem.  Let     §H  be the category of 1-connected spaces having the homotopy 
type of a CW-complex and   §G  be the sucategory of spaces whose homotopy groups 
belong to  B. Then the Kan extension  FH of any cohomology theory   FG   on    §G  is 
also a cohomology theory on     §H. 
 
4.3  A property of  Â¼  
 
In this section,  §G  and    §H  will be same as described in Theorem 4.2.4. We 
wish to show that if the cohomology theory  FG   defined on   §G  has the property  
FG
£(Z) z B  for all Z  in  §G  then its Kan extension   FH  over    §H  is characterized by 
the property that for every   X    in    §H    the groups   FH£(Z)    are also in   B.  We need 
the following simple lemmas. 
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4.3.1 Lemma.  If   O  and  m are in  B    and  : O N m is a homomorphism, then  kerϕ  
and   yÖ  are both in   B. 
 
4.3.2 Lemma.   Direct product of objects in   B   are all in   B. 
      
     The proofs of Lemma 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 follow from Theorem 9.6.1 of q34r (p. 
504). 
 
4.3.3 Lemma.  Let  
          OH
	
N O
	
N O
	
N ï lim
N
O£       
 be a direct system of abelian groups and homomorphisms in   B. Then    lim
N
O£   is 
also in   B.    
 
Proof.  Let 
 : } O£ N } O£    
be the mapping defined by 
          (
x) e 
x à (
x).  
Then   lim
N
O£ e coker     and the result follows from Lemmas 4.3.1 and 4.3.2.  Ê 
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4.3.4 Theorem.   Let  FH  be the cohomology theory on   §H  obtained from the 
cohomology theory  FG  on  §G  by Kan extension process. If   FG£(Z) z B  for every  
¤,     then   FH£(Z) z B    also for every   ¤. 
 
Proof. Since  FH
£(Z)    is the direct limit of the abelian groups in   B,   it is also in  B.  Ê 
   
4.4 Relation between a cohomology theory and the Kan extension of its restriction.  
     
In this section we show that under certain conditions, a cohomology theory  
F  on    §H  and the Kan extension of its restriction to  §G  are suitably related. This has 
been achieved by simply employing the techniques of Hilton  q21r by putting 
coefficients into a cohomology theory. More precisely, we prove the following result 
(Theorem 4.4.2)  where  §G   and    §H  are the same as in Theorem 4.2.4.   The 
following definition will be used in the proof of Theorem 4.4.2. 
 
4.4.1 Definition  (q21r, p. 198)   For a finitely generated abelian group   f, Wf  is 
defined to be a compact 2-connected CW-complex such that, in ordinary (reduced) 
cohomology with integer coefficients 
           (Wf) e f,   x(Wf) e 0,   y  4   
and F(à; f)    is defined as the cohomology theory  F with coefficient group  f  (q21r, 
p. 201)  by    £(Z; f) e F£ (Z  Wf).  
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4.4.2 Theorem. Let  F  be  a representable cohomology theory defined on    §H  with 
coefficient groups in  B  and let   FG   be its restriction to the subcategory   §G. Let   FH   
be the Kan extension of   FG    to     §H.  Then for any   Z   in     §H,  
          FH
£(Z) ª F£(Z) ¢ K 
with   K   in    B. 
 
Proof. Without loss of generality we can write 
          K e lim
N
OÑ  
where all the   OÑs  are in   B.  Let    J£ represent   F£. Thus 
          F£(Z) e qZ, J£r.   
Following Hilton q21r, we put the coefficient group  OÑ  in the cohomology theory  F 
to obtain  
          £(Z; OÑ) e F£ (Z  WOÑ). 
Let  F£(Z; OÑ)  be represented by  ÜÑ
£. We assume   ÜÑ
£   to be 1-connected since  §H  
consists of  1-connected space only. We then have 
          ¦x(ÜÑ
.£) e ¦x (J£ ; OÑ) 
and a Universal Coefficient Theorem 
          0 N ¦x(J£ ) ¢ OÑ) N ¦x(ÜÑ
£) N Tor(¦x(J£ ; OÑ)) N 0. 
Thus we have 
          ¦x(ÜÑ
£) ª ¦x(J£ ) ¢ OÑ)  
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The homotopy groups of    J£’s  are all in   B   (by assumption); each  OÑ  is also in   
B;  thus   ÜÑ
£   is in   §G. 
     There is also a Universal Coefficient Theorem q21r for any 2-torsion-free 
abelian group   f, namely, 
          0 N F£(Z) ¢ f N F£(Z; f) N Tor(F£H(Z); f)) N 0. 
If we take  f e K,  then  
          F£(Z; K)   ª   F£(Z) ¢ K 
                  ª   F£(Z) ¢ (lim
N
OÑ)  
                   ª    lim
N
F£(Z) ¢ OÑ  
                
   e
   lim
N
F£(Z; OÑ). 
Since for each   Ð,   F£(à; OÑ)   is representable by an object of    §G,   F£(à; K)    is a 
direct limit of functors each representable by objects in   §G. Moreover  §G   is  §H-
adapted  (q8r, p.150)  and therefore, by Lemma 4.8  of  q8r,    F£(à; K)   is the Kan 
extension of the functor   F£(à; K)     restricted to   §G.  But again the same Universal 
Coefficient Theorem, for any     in  §G, 
          F£(; K) ª F£() ¢ K ª F£()    
since  F  is a cohomology theory with coefficients in   B. Thus we have that 
          F£(à; K)§¾ e FG    
and that 
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          FH(Z) ª F(Z; K) ª F(Z) ¢ K. 
This completes the proof of the theorem.  Ê 
 
 
         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
Chapter  5 
  
 
 
EXAMPLES 
 
 We present and recall some examples where the assumptions made on the 
categories  ¨G  and  H¨    are valid. 
 
 5.1 Example. In the stable categories, the suspension functor is an isomorphism, so 
that there is no difficulty in proving that the three axioms hold in such categories 
q18, 20r. 
 
5.2 Example.  Let  ¨G   to be the set of all based topological spaces having the 
homotopy type of finite CW-complexes and  H¨  to be the set of all spaces having the 
homotopy type of CW-complexes. It is easy to prove that the three axioms are true 
in this case. 
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5.3 Example. Let  H¨ be the category of 1-connected based topological spaces having 
the homotopy type of a CW-complex and  ¨G   be the subcategory of spaces whose 
homotopy groups are all finitely generated and P-local, where  ®  denotes a fixed set 
of primes  Then any cohomolgy theory F  on  ¨G   extends to a cohomolgy theory  FH  
on H¨ through the Kan extension process q29r. 
 
5.4 Example. Let  B  be a Serre class of abelian groups and   §G(B)   be the 
subcategory of    §   (the category of 1-connected spaces) consisting of spaces 
whose homotopy groups belong to  B  in the sense of Serre q34r. Then any 
cohomology theory  F  on  §G(B)   extends to a cohomology theory  FH    on  §    
through Kan extension process  (q20r, Theorem 4.1). 
  
5.5 Note. Example 5.3 is a sort of variant of Example 5.4. 
 
5.6 Example.  Let   Bc     and    B     be the categories of connected finite based 
CW-complexes and connected based CW-complexes respectively. Let  F  be a 
homology theory on   Bc . Then the Kan extension  FH  of  F  to   B    is also a 
homology theory; indeed, it is naturally equivalent to a homology theory defined by 
a spectrum q32r. 
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5.7 Example.    Let   §  be a triangulated category and let  F, Ð  be two homology 
theories on  §.  Let  X  in  §  admit the Adams F-completion  Z°, and form the 
triangle            
 Z

N Z°
x
N K
ó
N ∑Z 
in  §.  Let   §G   be the full subcategory of  § whose objects are those    such that  
F() e 0. It is plain that  §G  is a triangulated subcategory of  §.  Let  ÐG  be the 
restriction of   k  to  §G.  Then the Kan extension  ÐH of  ÐG  is given by 
          Ð£H(Z) e  Ð£«H(K)  
(q9r, Theorem 4.1). 
 
5.8 Example. Let  s   be the stable CW-category and let   sG   be the full subcategory 
consisting of spaces in the Serre class  B¶  of P-torsion groups. Let  k  be a homology 
theory on   s. The Kan extension   ÐH   to   s  of the restriction of   Ð  to    sG,  for   X    
in  s,     is given by 
         Ð£H(Z) e  Ð£«H(Z; ¶)  
(q9r, Theorem 4.4). 
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